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Abstract 

The research paper analyzes Indonesian verbs and verb phrases in Maryam novel and 

its translation. The study aims are identifying the translation shift variations of verbs 

and verb phrases and describing the translation quality in Maryam novel into The 

Outcast. The research paper is a descriptive qualitative research. The data of this 

study are clauses and sentences containing verbs and verb phrases found in Maryam 

novel. Data source used in this research are the documentation of the data and the 

informants. The researcher uses document, questionnaire, and interview the raters in 

collecting data. The data are analyzed by using comparing method. The results of the 

research show that from 1079 data of translations shift variations of verbs and verb 

phrases there are 245 data or 22,70% verb is translated into verb, 13 data or 1,20% 

verb is translated into noun, 5 data or 0,46% verb is translated into preposition, 2 

data or 0,18% verb is translated into adverb, 5 data or 0,46 verb is translated into 

adjective, 1 datum or 0,09% verb is translated into conjunction, 373 data or 34,56% 

verb is translated into verb phrase, 19 data or 1,76% verb is translated into noun 

phrase, 4 data or 0,37% verb is translated into preposition phrase, 1 datum or 0,09% 

verb is translated into adverb phrase, 59 data or 5,46% verb is translated into clause, 

and 105 data or 9,90% verb is not translated. Therefore, there are 103 data or 9,46% 

verb phrase is translated into verb phrase, 3 data or 0,27% verb phrase is translated 

into noun phrase, 74 data or 6,85% verb phrase is translated into verb, 5 data or 

0,46% verb phrase is translated into noun, 33 data or 3,05% verb phrase translated 

into clause, and 29 data or 2,68% verb phrase is not translated. Moreover, the 

translation quality score is 2,97. It belongs to high quality translation. 
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1. Introduction 

Translation is a way to make other people understand the meaning of 

a foreign language. According to Bell in (1991: 5), “translation is the 

expression in another language (or target language (TL)) of what has been 

expressed in another, source language (SL), preserving semantic and stylistic 

equivalences”. It can be said that Translation is transferring the message from 

the source language to the target language equivalently. Nida and Taber 

(1982: 13), stated that “translating consists in reproducing in the receptor 

language the closest natural equivalent of the source language message, first 

in terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style”. Language are different 

from each other. “Texts in different languages can be equivalent in different 

degrees, in respect of different levels of presentation and at different ranks 

(word-for-word; phrase-for-phrase; sentence-for-sentence)” (Bell, 1991: 6). 

So, in translating, the form of the sentences in the source language can be 

different in the target language. 

The writer uses translation shifts of verb and verb phrases in Okky 

Madasari’s novel entitled Maryam because the book has a good story. The 

book tells about the struggle of a woman named Maryam who was born in 

Ahmadi’s family-a community which is banned in Indonesia. On behalf of 

faith and love, her marriage is sacrificed. On behalf of God, she and her 

family were expelled, and their home was destroyed. The story of Maryam is 

a sad tragedy within a country full of beauty. 

In the Maryam novel and its translation The Outcast, the researcher 

finds some translation variation of verbs and verb phrases. Some of them are 

follows: 

SL: Sudah lewat lima tahun sejak terakhir kali ia menginjakkan kaki 

di pulau ini. 

TL: It had been five years since the last time she set foot on this 

island. 

In the sentence above, there is a verb in a source language that is 

menginjakkan. The verb menginjakkan is translated into English became set 

foot. The word set foot is verb phrase in the target language. So, there is 
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translation shift that belongs to level shift. There is a changing form from 

verb into verb phrase, but it does not change the message. 

SL: Hanya makan malam berdua lalu cepat-cepat pulang 

TL: They just had dinner together then quickly returned home. 

In the sentence above, there are two verbs in source language that are 

makan and pulang. The verb makan  is translated into noun dinner. There is a 

translation shift belongs to class shift that is changing form from verb to 

noun. Then, the verb pulang is translated into verb phrase returned home. 

There is a translation shift belongs to level shift that is changing form from 

verb to verb phrase. There are two kinds of translation shift in the sentence 

above, but it does not change the message of the sentence.  

To prove the originality of this study, the writer would like to show 

previous study related to this study. First, it is done by Permatasari (UMS, 

2014) entitled A Translation Shift Analysis of Verbs and Verb Phrase in the 

Book by Andrea Hirata “Edensor”. The objectives of the study are to classify 

the translation shifts of verbs and verb phrases in the Book by Andrea Hirata 

“Edensor” and to explain the equivalences of verbs and verb phrases in the 

book by Andrea Hirata “Edensor”. Second, it is conducted by Wijanarko 

(UMS, 2013) entitled A Translation Shift of Verbs and Verb Phrases in 

Subtitling The Adventure of Tintin (2011) Movie. In his research, he wants to 

describe the kinds of translation shift of verb. There are similarities between 

the previous study and this research. First, the study is about translation. 

Second, the study focuses at verbs and verb phrases. But the result of the 

study is different because the object is different, and the writer also describes 

the quality of translation. 

The researcher implies some theories related to the study. Catford 

(1978: 20) state that “translation may be defined as the replacement of textual 

material in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in other 

language (TL)”. “Translation by dictionary definition consists of changing 

from one state on form to another, to turns into one’s own or another’s 

language” (The Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 1974 as cited in Larson, 1984: 

3). 
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According to Nida and Taber (as cited in Bassnet, 2005: 25) there are 

three stages of translation: analysis is analyzed in terms of the grammatical 

relationship and the meaning of the words and combination words; 

transferring is the stage in which the analyzed material is transferred in the 

mind of the translator from SL to TL; Restructuring, in this stage, the 

transferred material is restructured in order to make the final message fully 

acceptable in the receptor language. 

From the definition above, the writer concludes that translation is a 

way to make other people understand the meaning of a foreign language by 

changing the source language into the target language by considering the 

meaning. To have a good translation product, a translator must be mastering 

the source language and the target language so the translator can adjust the 

appropriate meaning in the target language. But, not every word in the source 

language can be translated into the target language. So the translator should 

know about the translation shift well. According to Catford (1965: 73) there 

are two types of shift: Level shift and category shift. Level shift is “a SL item 

at one linguistic level has a TL translation equivalent at a different level”. 

And “category shift is unbounded and rank-bound translation: the first being 

approximately ‘normal’ or ‘free’ translation in which SL - TL equivalences 

are set up at whatever rank is appropriate”. Category shift is divided into four 

types, namely: structure shift, class shift, unit shift, and intra-system shift. 

A translator has to know the concept of translation quality too. 

According to Nababan (2012) there are three aspects which influence the 

quality of a translation product, namely; accuracy, acceptability, and 

readability. 

Accuracy is a technical term which is used in evaluating a translation 

product, whether the text in target language corresponds with the text in 

source language or not (Nababan et al, 2012: 44).  

The term acceptability refers to the adjustment of a text in target 

language. A text must correspond with the rules, norms, and culture in target 

language (Nababan et al, 2012: 44). 
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Richards et al (as cited in Nababan, 1999: 63) stated that “readability 

of a text can be measured empirically, based on the average length of the 

sentence, the number of the new words, and grammatical complexity of the 

language”.  

The translators have to know the parts of speech both English and 

Indonesian. In English linguistic form, there are: Word which divided into 

noun, verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun, preposition, conjunction, and article; 

Phrase which comprises noun phrase, verb phrase, adverb phrase, adjective 

phrase, and prepositional phrase; Clause; and Sentence. In this research, the 

researcher focuses on verbs and verb phrases. Srijono (2001: 64) states “verbs 

characteristically designate action (run, jump, walk), sensations (feel, hurt), 

and states (be, remain)”. According to Frank (1972) there are 5 types of verb: 

Predicating or Linking verb, Transitive or Intransitive verbs, Reflexive verbs, 

Auxiliary or Lexical verbs, and Finite or Non-Finite verbs. According to 

Greenbaum and Nelson (2002: 53) “The typical structure of the verb phrase 

consists of a main preceded optionally by a maximum of four auxiliary 

verbs”. “Verb phrase can consist of just the main verb and also contain one or 

more auxiliary verbs before the main verb” (Leech and Svartvik, 1995: 396). 

While in Indonesian linguistic form, there are: words which divided 

into verb, noun, adjective, pronoun, numerical, adverb, artikula, preposition, 

conjunction, phatic category, and interjection; phrases which consist of verb 

phrase, and noun phrase; clauses; and sentences. According to Alwi et al 

(2003), the characteristics of verb can be seen through semantic behavior, 

syntactic behavior, and morphology forms. “Verb phrase is a group of words 

containing two or more words which have a verb as the head, but this form is 

not included to clause” (Alwi et al, 2003: 162). According to Alwi et al 

(2003) there are two types of verb phrase, namely: endosentrik atributif, and 

endosentrik koordinatif. 

Based on the phenomena, the researcher wants to study the translation 

of Indonesian verbs and verb phrases into English in the novel: Maryam 

entitled “A Translation Analysis of Indonesian Verbs and Verb Phrases into 
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English in Maryam Novel into The Outcast by Nurhayat Indriyanto and 

Makna Sinatria” 

2. Research Method 

This research belongs to descriptive qualitative research in purpose to 

identify the translation shift variations of verbs and verb phrases and to 

analyze the translation quality in Maryam novel into The Outcast. The objects 

of this study is Maryam novel and its translation. The data used in this study 

are clauses and sentences containing verbs and verb phrases found in Maryam 

novel and its translation. The technique of collecting data is by comparing the 

source and target language text as documentation. After that, the researcher 

open questionnaire, and interview the informants. 

3. Research Findings and Discussion 

After collecting the data, the researcher finds 1079 data of Indonesian 

verbs and verb phrases. The research finding and discussion is presented as 

follows: 

2.1.The Translation Shift Variation of Verbs and Verb Phrases Found in 

Maryam Novel 

The researcher finds eighteen translation shift variations of Indonesian 

verbs and verb phrases in Maryam novel, those are: 

2.1.1. Indonesian Verb is Translated into English Verb 

The researcher finds 245 data or 22,70% of Indonesian verb is 

translated into English verb in Maryam novel and its translation. One of the 

analysis can be seen below: 

0165/M/019/TO/015 

SL: Ia kembali ke rumah orangtuanya. 

TL: She returned to her parent’s home. 

In the sentences above, there is Indonesian basic verb kembali which 

is translated into English verb adding suffix –ed returned. The word kembali 

is categorized as verb in source language. It also has function as the 

predicate of the sentence. While the word returned is past form from the 

base return adding suffix –ed as the past marker. So it is clear that 
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Indonesian verb is translated into English verb-ed. For that reason, the 

translation shift belongs to category shift, specifically intra-system shift. 

2.1.2. Indonesian Verb is Translated into English Noun 

In this case, the researcher discovers 13 data or 1,2% of Indonesian verb 

which are translated into English noun. The example of the analysis can be 

seen below: 

0159/M/019/TO/015 

SL: Anak teman pengajian yang sudah seperti saudara bagi mereka, 

Rohma, akhirnya bercerai setelah dua tahun menikah. 

TL: Rohma, a girl from he Koran-study class, who was almost like a 

sister to he, had gotten divorced after two years of marriage. 

In the sentences above, there is a verb in source language menikah. The 

word menikah is adverb because it functions as predicate. Then, the verb 

menikah is translated into noun in target language marriage. The meaning of 

marriage in Indonesian is a noun pernikahan. Although the verb is translated 

into noun, it doesn’t change the message of the text. So there is a translation 

shift that belongs to category shift, specifically class shift. 

2.1.3. Indonesian Verb is Translated into English Preposition 

The writer finds 5 data or 0,46% of Indonesian verb which are translated 

into English preposition. The example is presented below: 

0246/M/023/TO/018 

SL: Mereka biasanya menyingkir dari pembicaraan orangtua, pergi ke 

teras depan rumah membawa piring-piring penuh makanan dan 

berbincang apa saja sesuai keinginan mereka. 

TL: They usually kept out of the discussions of their parents, and would 

go out to the front porch with their plates to talk about anything and 

everything. 

From the case above, it can be seen that the Indonesian verb membawa is 

translated into the English preposition with. The word membawa has function 

as the predicate of the subject mereka and the object piring-piring penuh 

makanan. While the word with is belongs to preposition because it has 

function as the sign of the presence of a thing (their plates) which is carried by 

the subject they. The meaning of with in Indonesian is a particle dengan. 

Although the Indonesian verb is translated into English preposition, it doesn’t 
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change the message of the sentence. The translation shift of this analysis 

belongs to category shift, specifically class shift. 

2.1.4. Indonesian Verb is Translated into English Adverb 

The researcher finds 2 data or 0,18% of Indonesian verb are translated 

into English adverb. The example is presented as follows: 

0210/M/021/TO/017 

SL: Lulus SMP Pak Zul merantau ke Surabaya, menumpang hidup pada 

keluarga Ahmadi yang mau membiayainya sekolah sampai lulus 

SMA. 

TL: After middle school, Mr. Zul had gone to Surabaya, staying with an 

Ahmadi family who paid for his high school studies. 

Based on the sentences above, there is Indonesian verb lulus. It is 

categorized as Indonesian basic verb. Then, it is translated into English adverb 

after. It functions as the head word of adverb phrase after middle school. The 

meaning of after in Indonesian is an adverb setelah. So, it is clear that the 

translator translated Indonesian verb into English adverb but it doesn’t change 

the message of the text. The translation shift of this analysis belongs to 

category shift, specifically class shift. 

2.1.5. Indonesian Verb is Translated into English Adjective 

There are 5 data or 0,46% of Indonesian verb which are translated into 

English adjective. One of this analysis can be seen below: 

0316/M/026/TO/021 

SL: Selama sebulan mereka tinggal bersama, mengontrak rumah tak jauh 

dari pabrik itu. 

TL: They lived together for a month in a rented house not far from the 

mill. 

Based on the sentences above, there is Indonesian verb mengontrak. Its 

function is as the predicate of the subject mereka and the object rumah. Then, 

it is translated into English adjective rented. The word rented has function as 

the modifier of the noun head house. So it is clear that the translator translated 

the Indonesian verb into English adjective. Although the verb is translated into 

adjective, it doesn’t change the message of the text.  The translation shift of 

this analysis is belongs to category shift, specifically class shift. 
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2.1.6. Indonesian Verb is Translated into English Conjunction 

The researcher finds only 1 datum or 0,09% of Indonesian verb is 

translated into English conjunction. The analysis can be seen below: 

0918/M/049/TO/042 

SL: Mengenakan sarung yang diikat sekadarnya, dipadukan dengan 

atasan model apa saja. 

TL: They were all the same as ever, wearing sarongs tied around their 

waist and whatever tops they had. 

From the datum above, there is Indonesian verb dipadukan which is 

translated into English conjunction and. The word dipadukan is categorized as 

Indonesian verb, specifically Indonesian passive verb because it has prefix di- 

as the passive marker.. It functions as the predicate of the subject sarung. 

While the word and is categorized as conjunction in TL. It connects the clause 

(they) wearing sarongs tied around their waist and clause (they wearing) 

whatever tops they had. So, it is clear that the translator translated the 

Indonesian verb into English conjunction, but it doesn’t change the message of 

the text. The translation shift of this analysis belongs to category shift, 

specifically class shift. 

2.1.7. Indonesian Verb is Translated into English Verb Phrase 

Derived from the data, the writer finds 373 data or 34,56% of Indonesian 

verb which are translated into English verb phrase. The analysis is presented 

as follows: 

0018/M/014/TO/010 

SL: Matahari hampir tenggelam saat Maryam keluar dari bandara, 

masuk taksi, lalu menyusuri jalan raya. 

TL: The sun had almost set by the time Maryam had left the airport, 

gotten into a taxi and driven off. 

Based on the sentences above, there is Indonesian verb masuk. The word 

masuk has function as the predicate of the subject Maryam and the object 

taksi. Then, it is translated into English verb phrase gotten into which belongs 

to English verb phrase type VPb. It belongs to English verb phrase type VPb 

because it consists of verb (gotten) as head word and preposition (into). So, it 

is clear that the translator translated Indonesian verb into English verb phrase 
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type VPb, but it doesn’t change the message of the sentence. This type of shift 

belongs to level shift. 

2.1.8. Indonesian Verb is Translated into English Noun Phrase 

There are 19 data or 1,76% of Indonesian verb which are translated into 

English noun phrase. The analysis is as follows: 

0578/M/036/TO/030 

SL: Bertanya Maryam bekerja di mana, tinggal di mana, kuliah di mana. 

TL: Alam’s father started asking her about her job, where she lived, 

which university that she had gone to. 

From the sentences above, there are two Indonesian verb which are 

translated into English noun phrase. The first is the word bekerja which is 

categorized as verb in source language. It has function as the predicate of the 

subject Maryam. Then it is translated into English noun phrase her job. It 

consists of determiner (possesive, her) and head word (noun, job). The second 

is the word kuliah. It belongs to Indonesian derivational verb, because it is 

actually a noun but it is used as predicate of the subject Maryam. So the word 

kuliah is belongs to verb. Then it is translated into English noun phrase 

university that she had gone to. It consists of noun as head word (university) 

and clause as the modifier (that she had gone to). So it is clear that Indonesian 

verb is translated into English noun phrase. The translation shift of this 

analysis belongs to level shift. Although there is changing form from verb into 

noun phrase, but it does not change the message of the text. 

2.1.9. Indonesian Verb is Translated into English Preposition Phrase 

The writer finds 4 data or 0,37% of Indonesian verb which is translated 

into English preposition verb. The analysis is as follows: 

0654/M/039/TO/033 

SL: Makin sering menelepon saat Alam bekerja, makin lama mengajak 

Alam mengobrol sepulang kerja. 

TL:  She would phone him at work more often, and when he returned she 

would engage him even longer in their nightly talks. 

From the case above, there is Indonesian verb bekerja which is translated 

into English preposition phrase. The word bekerja is a verb which has function 

as the predicate of the subject Alam. While the phrase at work is belongs to 

preposition phrase because it consists of preposition (at) as the head word and 
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noun (work) as the modifier. So, it is clear that the translator translated the 

Indoneian verb into English preposition phrase, but it doesn’t change the 

message of the sentence. The translation shift of this analysis is belongs to 

level shift. 

2.1.10. Indonesian Verb is Translated into English Adverb Phrase 

The researcher finds only 1 datum or 0,09% of Indonesian verb which is 

translated into English adverb phrase. The analysis is presented as follows: 

0200/M/021/TO/017 

SL: Lulus SMA pada tahun 1993, Maryam berangkat ke Surabaya 

TL: After she graduated from high school in 1993, Maryam left for 

Surabaya, where she took an entrance exam or a place in a state 

university 

Here, the word lulus is categorized as verb in SL. Then, it is translated 

into adverb phrase after she graduated. It consists of adverb (after) as head 

word, and clause (she graduated) as modifier. The meaning of adverb phrase 

after she graduated in Indonesian is also an adverb phrase setelah ia lulus. So it 

is clear that the translator translated Indonesian verb into English verb phrase, 

but it doesn’t change the message of the text. The translation shift of this 

analysis belongs to level shift. 

2.1.11. Indonesian Verb is Translated into Clause 

There are 59 data or 5,46% of Indonesian verb which are translated into 

English clause. The example of the anlysis can be seen below: 

0052/M/015/TO/011 

SL: Tak ada yang tahu tiap malam dia selalu duduk lama di kafe hotel, 

melamun dan kebingungan. 

TL: No one knew that each night she sat for hours on end in the hotel 

café, her mind wandering and confused. 

Here, there is Indonesian verb melamun. The word melamun functions as 

the predicate of the subject dia. Then it is translated into English clause her 

mind wandering. it belongs to clause because it consists of subject (noun 

phrase, her mind) and predicate (verb, wandering). So it is clear that the 

Indonesian verb is translated into English clause, but it doesn’t change the 

message of the text. The translation shift in this analysis belongs to level shift. 
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2.1.12. Indonesian Verb is Not Translated 

There are 105 data or 9,90% of Indonesian verbs which are not 

translated. The example can be seen as follows: 

0072/M/016/TO/012 

SL: Orangtuanya datang, sudah lima hari menginap di kontrakan 

Maryam. 

TL: Her parents had been staying with Maryam at her rented house for 

the past five days. 

From the sentences above, the word datang is stated as Indonesian verb. 

It has function as the predicate of the subject orangtuanya. Meanwhile in the 

target language, this verb is not translated. So, the translation shift is not 

analyzed in this data. 

2.1.13. Indonesian Verb Phrase is Translated into English Verb Phrase 

In Maryam novel and its translation, the researcher finds 103 data or 

9,46% of Indonesian verb phrase are translated into English verb phrase. The 

example of the data is presented as follows: 

0008/M/013/TO/009 

SL: Akankah ia hanya singgah sesaat lalu segera kembali terbang entah 

ke mana atau akankah ia tinggal selamanya? 

TL: Would it just be a fleeting visit before she flew off elsewhere, or 

would she stay for good? 

From the case above, it can be seen that the translator translated 

Indonesian verb phrase type VP2 into English verb phrase type VPf. The verb 

phrase kembali terbang is categorized as Indonesian verb phrase type VP2 

because it consists of adverb (kembali) as the modifier and verb (terbang) as 

head word. While the verb phrase flew off is categorized as English verb phrase 

type VPf because it consists of verb (flew) as head word and adverb (off) as 

modifier. The phrase in this translation is shifted from modifier (kembali) + 

head word (terbang) into head word (flew) + modifier (off). This type of 

translation is called structure shift. It occurs because the different linguistic 

system between source language and target language. 

2.1.14. Indonesian Verb Phrase is Translated into English Noun Phrase 

In this case, the researcher finds 3 data or 0,27% of Indonesian verb 

phrase which are translated into English noun phrase. The detail is as follows: 
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0571/M/035/TO/030 

SL: Di sebelah gambar itu, dalam ukuran lebih kecil, dipasang dua foto 

saat bapak dan ibu Alam naik haji. 

TL: There two smaller pictures next to it of Alam’s parents during the 

hajj. 

Based on the sentences above, the phrase naik haji is categorized as verb 

phrase because it has verb (naik) as modifier and verb (haji) as head word. 

Then, this verb phrase is translated into English noun phrase the hajj. The 

phrase the hajj is belongs to noun phrase in target language because it consists 

of article (the) as determiner and noun (hajj) as head word. Therefore, it can 

be said there is a translation shift in this data in which the verb phrase in 

source language is translated into noun phrase in target language. This type of 

shift is called class shift. Although translation shift occurs in this analysis, but 

the message in target language doesn’t change. 

2.1.15. Indonesian Verb Phrase is Translated into English Verb 

There are 74 data of Indonesian verb phrase which are translated into 

English verb. The example of analysis can be seen below: 

0091/M/017/TO/013 

SL: Lalu bapaknya mulai bertanya lebih banyak--- sudah berapa lama 

kenal, bagaimana kelakuannya, seperti apa sifatnya, bagaimana 

keluarganya. 

TL: Then her father asked her more questions--- how long had they 

known each other, what kind of person was he, what was he like, 

how about his family. 

Based on the sentences above, there is Indonesian verb phrase mulai 

bertanya. It consists of verb (mulai) as modifier and verb (bertanya) as head 

word. This phrase functions as the predicate of the subject her father. Then it 

is translated into verb asked in TL. So it is clear that the verb phrase in source 

language is translated into verb in target language, but it doesn’t change the 

message of the text. According to theory proposed by Catford, it is called level 

shift. 

2.1.16. Indonesian Verb Phrase is Translated into English Noun 

The writer finds 5 data or 0,46% of Indonesian verb phrase which are 

translated into English noun. The analysis is presented as follows: 
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0168/M/020/TO/015 

SL: Ia datang bersama keluarga besar, memenuhi janji pinangan yang 

telah dirancang berbulan-bulan. 

TL: He had gone with his entire family to the girl’s house to propose, 

after months of planning. 

Here, the Indonesian verb phrase telah dirancang is translated into 

English noun planning. The phrase telah dirancang is composed by adverb 

(telah) as modifier, and passive verb (dirancang) as head word. It functions as 

the predicate or the activity which is done to the subject janji pinangan. Then, 

the word planning belongs to noun in TL. It functions as the post-modifier of 

the noun phrase months of planning. So, it is velar that the translator translated 

Indonesian verb phrase into English noun. The translation shift of this analysis 

belongs to level shift. 

2.1.17. Indonesian Verb Phrase is Translated into English Clause 

There are 33 data or 3,05% of Indonesian verb phrase which are 

translated into English clause. The example of data can be seen below: 

0524/M/033/TO/028 

SL: Ia memilih tetap bersama Alam. 

TL: But then she thought of Alam and she was determined she would stay 

with him. 

In the sentences above, there is Indonesian verb phrase tetap bersama. 

This phrase consists of adjective (tetap) as modifier and verb (bersama) as 

head word. Then it is translated into she would stay in target language. she 

would stay is categorized as clause in TL, because it consist of pronoun (she) 

as subject and verb phrase (would stay) as predicate. So, there is translation 

shift that belongs to level shift. There is changing form from phrase into 

clause, but it does not change the message. 

2.1.18. Indonesian Verb Phrase is Not Translated 

There are 29 data or 2,68 of Indonesian verb phrase is not translated. The 

example is as follows: 

0074/M/016/TO/012 

SL: Alam akan datang, menjemputnya untuk jalan-jalan. 

TL: Alam would pick her up and they would go out. 

From the sentences above, the phrase akan datang is stated as Indonesian 

verb phrase because it consists of adverb (akan) as modifier and verb (datang) 
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as head word. It functions as the predicate of the subject Alam. Meanwhile in 

target language, this phrase is not translated. Therefore, the translation shift is 

not analyzed in this data. 

2.2.The Translation Quality 

The researcher analyzes the translation quality of Maryam novel into 

The Outcast. Deals with Nababan et al. (2012) there are 3 aspects which 

influence the translation quality. They are translation accuracy, translation 

acceptability, and translation readability. 

From the rating conducted by the raters, the findings shows that there 

are 1161 data or 98,9% of translations are accurate, 12 data or 1,02%  of 

translation are less accurate, and 1 datum or 0,08% of translation is not 

accurate. The average translation accuracy score is 2,98. 

There are 1166 data or 99,31% of translations are acceptable, and 8 

data or 0,69% of translations are less acceptable. The average score of 

translation acceptability is 2,99. 

There are 1071 data or 91,22% of translations belongs to high 

readability level, and 103 data or 8,78% of translations belongs to medium 

readability level. The average score of readability level is 2,95. 

From the average score of the three translation quality aspects, the 

researcher calculates the score of translation quality, as follows: 

(2,98 × 3) + (2,99 × 2) + (2,95 × 1)

6
=  

8,94 + 5,98 + 2,95

6
= 2,97 

In this case, the scale of high translation quality among 2,7 to 3, 

besides the scale of medium translation quality among 2 – 2,6, and the scale 

of low translation quality is less than 2. 

4. Conclusion 

Based on the result of the analyzed data, the researcher draws the 

following conclusion as the answer of the problem statement of this research. 

The researcher finds 1079 data of translation variations of verb and 

verb phrases. Those are 245 data or 22,70% verb is translated into verb, 13 

data or 1,20% verb is translated into noun, 5 data or 0,46% verb is translated 
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into preposition, 2 data or 0,18% verb is translated into adverb, 5 data or 0,46 

verb is translated into adjective, 1 datum or 0,09% verb is translated into 

conjunction, 373 data or 34,56% verb is translated into verb phrase, 19 data 

or 1,76% verb is translated into noun phrase, 4 data or 0,37% verb is 

translated into preposition phrase, 1 datum or 0,09% verb is translated into 

adverb phrase, 59 data or 5,46% verb is translated into clause, and 105 data or 

9,90% verb is not translated. Furthermore, there are 103 data or 9,46% verb 

phrase is translated into verb phrase containing VP2, VP4, VP5, VP6, VP7, 

VP8, VP9, VP10, VP11 into VPb, VPd, VPe, VPf, VPg, VPi, VPj, VPk, VPm, 

VPn. There are 3 data or 0,27% verb phrase is translated into noun phrase, 74 

data or 6,85% verb phrase is translated into verb, 5 data or 0,46% verb phrase 

is translated into noun, 33 data or 3,05% verb phrase translated into clause, 

and 29 data or 2,68% verb phrase is not translated. 

Dealing with the theory of translation shift by Catford (1965), the 

researcher finds 2 types of translation shift those are level shift and category 

shift. Category shift consists of class shift, structure shift, and intra-system 

shift. 

Then, the translation quality score is 2,97. Hence, the writer concludes 

that the translation quality of Maryam novel into The Outcast belongs to high 

quality translation. 
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